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THINGS TO LOOK FOR

A LEAF
A FLOWER
A TREE
A BIRD
A FISH
A SNAIL
A PLANE
A TURTLE
A FROG
A HAND
A SNAKE
A SPIDER
A SHOE
EYES
NOSES
MOUTHS
Given the limitations of a single-unbroken red line, the art student will fill the page with that unbroken line without lifting the pencil from the paper. The student will then find as many familiar objects as possible, outline these in black, and add a touch of detail to further define.

Example
SIMPLE LINES & SHAPES

PART 1A

GIVEN THE LIMITATION OF:

1 LARGE RECTANGLE
1 MEDIUM RECTANGLE
1 SMALL RECTANGLE

THE ART STUDENT WILL DESIGN 6 DIFFERENT DESIGNS.

*VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL LINES ONLY

EXAMPLE
PART 1B

PROJECT THE DESIGNS FROM THE PREVIOUS PROJECT INTO 3D. USE 1 POINT* AND 2 POINT** PERSPECTIVES.

*A ONE-POINT PERSPECTIVE DRAWING MEANS THAT THE DRAWING HAS A SINGLE VANISHING POINT, USUALLY (THOUGH NOT NECESSARILY) DIRECTLY OPPOSITE THE VIEWER'S EYE AND USUALLY (THOUGH NOT NECESSARILY) ON THE HORIZON LINE. ALL LINES PARALLEL WITH THE VIEWER'S LINE OF SIGHT RECED TO THE HORIZON TOWARDS THIS VANISHING POINT.

**A TWO-POINT DRAWING WOULD HAVE LINES PARALLEL TO TWO DIFFERENT ANGLES. ANY NUMBER OF VANISHING POINTS ARE POSSIBLE IN A DRAWING, ONE FOR EACH SET OF PARALLEL LINES THAT ARE AT AN ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE PLANE OF THE DRAWING.

EXAMPLE
PART 2

GIVEN THE LIMITATION OF:

1 LARGE CIRCLE
1 MEDIUM CIRCLE
1 SMALL CIRCLE

THE ART STUDENT WILL CREATE 6 ORIGINAL DESIGNS.

*THE ENTIRE CIRCLE NEED NOT BE ON THE PAGE.

EXAMPLE

![Diagram of circle designs](image-url)
PART 3

GIVEN THE LIMITATION OF:

1 TRIANGLE
1 CIRCLE
1 RECTANGLE
1 LARGE
1 MEDIUM
1 SMALL

THE ART STUDENT WILL CREATE SIX ORIGINAL DESIGNS.

EXAMPLE
PART 4

Select 3 of the designs from Part 1A, Part 2, and Part 3 (1 from each) and add color using black, white, gray, and red.

Example
LINES

GIVEN EXAMPLES OF THREE TYPES OF LINE

CONTOUR  CALLIGRAPHIC  BROKEN - STACATTO

PART 1

DRAW A BIRD, FISH, OR ANIMAL (SELECT ONE) THREE TIMES ON A SINGLE SHEET OF 12 X 18 PAPER ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENT EFFECTS OF THE THREE STYLES OF LINE UPON A SINGLE DRAWING.

USE INK, BRUSH, AND PEN AS THE MEDIUM.

THE ART STUDENT WILL EXECUTE THIS PROJECT AND 100% SUCCESS IS EXPECTED.

EXAMPLE

![Example Image]
PART 2

Using the same subject (bird, fish, or chosen animal) the art student will demonstrate what pattern is by repeating their chosen object in the following ways

1. Black line
2. Color line over 1 color (dark line - light color)
3. Color background, white subject

Example
PART 3

**Using the same subject (bird, fish, animal) the art student will demonstrate depth (perspective) by ranging the size of the subject from large to small in the same picture frame.**

**Example**
**SPACE BOX**

**Given 4 geometric shapes, the art student will compose the shapes in a “Space Box” or corner of a room. With one window for light, the student will shade the composition using the scientific logic discussed prior to presenting the project.**

**Example**

![Space Box diagram]
ENCLOSURE

GIVEN THE RESTRICTION OF A SIX SIDED ENCLOSURE (BOX, TANK, ROOM), THE ART STUDENT WILL PLACE THE SAME SUBJECT (BIRD, FISH, ANIMAL) INTO THE GIVEN SPACE AND SHADE ACCORDING TO A SELECTED LIGHT SOURCE SELECTED BY THE STUDENT (LEFT, RIGHT, ABOVE, BELOW).

EXAMPLE

![Illustration of a fish in a tank with light effects]
CONTOUR LINES

PART 1

GIVEN 3 GEOMETRIC SHAPES

AND THE LIMITATION OF CONTOUR LINE, THE ART STUDENT WILL DEFINE FORM WITH LIVE ALONE AS THOUGH WRAPPING A 3-DIMENSIONAL OBJECT WITH STRING. THE 3 SHAPES WILL BE DONE IN PENCIL AND OVERLAYED WITH COLOR LINE (MAGIC MARKER, INK, COLOR PENCIL)

EXAMPLE
PART 2

GIVEN THE LIMITATION OF LINE ALONE AND EMPLOYING THE METHOD DESCRIBED IN THE PRECEDEING PROJECT, THE ART STUDENT WILL DEFINE A HUMAN FORM IN A SPORTS ACTIVITY.

EXAMPLE
PART 3

Given the limitation of line alone, the art student will draw a simple still life in outline and define dimension with contour line alone. The lines will run both horizontally and vertically.

EXAMPLE
COLOR

GIVEN AN EXAMPLE OF 10 COLORS, ART STUDENT WILL

1. LIST EACH BY NAME
2. IDENTIFY EACH BY FAMILY (WARM, COOL, NEUTRAL)

AND IN ONE WORD GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF WHERE IN NATURE
THAT COLOR CAN BE FOUND.

100% ACCURACY IS EXPECTED

- RED  HOT  FIRE
- BLUE  COOL  SKY, WATER
- GREEN  COOL  GRASS, PLANTS
- PURPLE  WARM-COOL  MOUNTAINS, GRAPES
- YELLOW  WARM  SUNLIGHT, LEMON
- GREY  NEUTRAL  ROCKS

*FOLLOW-UP*

DURING THE NEXT SIX CONSECUTIVE CLASSES, THE STUDENT
WILL CREATE ORIGINAL PICTURES ILLUSTRATING THE
SUBJECTS CHOSEN, USING THE SHADES OF THAT COLOR
ONLY.
COLOR - FAMILY - SUBJECT
Given on geometric shape, the art student will place the shape on a square and analyze the different effects of color by combining as follows:

- Warm & Warm
- Warm & Cool
- Warm & Neutral
- Cool & Cool
- Warm or Cool & Black
- Cool & Neutral
TRANSPARENCY

GIVEN EIGHT GEOMETRIC SHAPES

![Geometric Shapes Image]

THE ART STUDENT WILL EXPLORE THE CONCEPT OF TRANSPARENCY BY

1. COMPOSE 5 OF THE SHAPES ON A PAGE OVERLAPPING EACH WITH AT LEAST ONE OTHER
2. TOUCH ALL FOUR SIDES OF THE PAGE WITH AT LEAST ONE SHAPE
3. COLOR WITH FIVE COLORS CHANGING COLORS WHENEVER ONE SHAPE INTERCEPTS ANOTHER

EXAMPLE

![Artwork Example Image]
PART 1

GIVEN THE PRECEEDING DESIGN, THE ART STUDENT WILL FILL ALL OF THE AREAS WITH DIFFERENT PATTERNS (ANY REPEATING DESIGNS) USING 2 COLORS AND BLACK.

EXAMPLE
PART 2

GIVEN A SELECTION OF FAMOUS QUOTATIONS, THE ART STUDENT WILL DESIGN A POSTER USING ONE.

1. ALL LETTERS WILL BE OUTLINED
2. USING 2 COLORS PLUS BLACK AND FIVE PATTERNS, ALL LETTERS WILL BE FILLED.

EXAMPLE

![Poster example](image-url)
PART 3

GIVEN A SELECTION OF FAMOUS QUOTATIONS, THE ART STUDENT WILL DESIGN A POSTER USING

1. ONE QUOTATION IN OUTLINED LETTERS
2. 5 COLORS AND 5 PATTERNS
3. OVERLAP LETTERS AND CHANGE THE PATTERN ON ALL OVERLAPPING AREAS

EXAMPLE

"I have a dream," M.L. King
GEOMETRIC SHAPES

GIVEN 4 GEOMETRIC SHAPES (SPHERE, OVOID, PYRAMID, CUBE) THE ART STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO

1. IDENTIFY EACH IN WRITING AT THE TOP OF AN 8½ x 11 SHEET OF DRAWING PAPER
2. CREATE A LINE DRAWING AROUND THE FORM WHICH RELATES IT TO SOME FORM IN NATURE OR ENVIRONMENT
3. 100% SUCCESS IS EXPECTED

EXAMPLE
LETTERS AS ART

GIVEN
1. 2 SHEETS OF 12 X 18 PAPER
2. THE ALPHABET IN CAPITAL AND LOWERCASE LETTERS
3. A FULL RANGE OF COLORED MARKERS, PAINTS, COLOR PENCILS, ETC.

THE ART STUDENT WILL DIVIDE THE PAGES INTO 26 RECTANGLES OF VARYING SIZE AND WILL FILL IN EVERY SPACE WITH A LETTER WHICH (IF POSSIBLE) TOUCHES ALL SIDES (TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT & RIGHT SIDES) OF THE SQUARE.

ONE PAGE WILL BE THE UPPER CASE ALPHABET AND ONE PAGE THE LOWER CASE ALPHABET.

ALL AREAS INCLUDING BACKGROUND AND LETTER WILL BE COLORED IN WITH NO LIMIT TO COLORS USED.

THIS PROJECT WILL ENABLE THE STUDENT TO OBSERVE A LETTER AS AN INDIVIDUAL DESIGN RATHER THAN A PART OF A WORD OR MESSAGE.

100% SUCCESS WILL BE EXPECTED.
GIVEN THE ALPHABET THE ART STUDENT WILL

1. SELECT THEIR OWN INITIALS (FIRST, MIDDLE, & LAST)

2. COMPOSE THE THREE LETTERS ON A PAGE USING
   a. LETTER OVERLAP
   b. TOP TO BOTTOM, SIDE TO SIDE DESIGN
   c. 3 COLORS

100% SUCCESS IS EXPECTED

EXAMPLE

![JCN](image-url)
GIVEN A SELECTION OF FAMOUS QUOTATIONS, THE ART STUDENT WILL SELECT ONE QUOTE AND CREATE A POSTER USING OVERLAPPING LETTERS AND TRANSPARENT COLOR CHANGES OF 4 COLORS AND BLACK.

EXAMPLE
UNDERSTANDING LANGUAGE THROUGH ART

PART 1

GIVEN A SELECTION OF THE FOLLOWING SIX NOUNS:

HORSE  DOG  PIG  SHOE  HORN  BIRD

THE ART STUDENT WILL

1. DRAW AN OUTLINE OF THE OBJECTS NAMED
2. FILL IN THE OBJECT WITH THE LETTERS OF THE WORD
   SO AS TO CREATE THE OBJECT WITH THE WORD.

EXAMPLE

```
PIG

BIRD

SHOE

"Understanding language through art"
```
PART 2

Given a list of adjectives and verbs, the art student will:

1. Select 5 of each
2. Draw the letters in such a way as to make them appear to illustrate the word

Example
LETTER STYLE

GIVEN EXAMPLES OF 5 ALPHABETS IN 5 LETTER STYLES THE ART STUDENT WILL

1. COPY THE ENTIRE ALPHABET IN EACH STYLE ON AN 8 ½ x 11 PAPER
2. THE STUDENTS WILL THEN SELECT A FAMOUS QUOTATION AND MAKE A POSTER IN BLACK AND WHITE, ALTERNATING THE STYLES

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

A ROSE IS A ROSE IS A ROSE.
Given examples of 5 styles of the letter S, the art student will be able to list and draw

1. the styles by name
2. draw one other letter in the same style (next to the identified style)

**Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>ROMAN</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>FUTURA</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>SCRIPT</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>BODONI</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>CARTOON</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ELEMENTS OF A RECORD

GIVEN THE ELEMENTS OF A RECORD ALBUM COVER INCLUDING:

NAME OF ALBUM
NAME OF ARTIST
TRADE MARK (COMPANY)
AND OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION

THE ART STUDENT WILL CREATE AN ORIGINAL DESIGN WITHIN THE LIMITATIONS OF ALL GIVEN MATERIAL INCLUDING:

12 x12 PIECE OF PAPER
6 COLORS IN MAGIC MARKERS
ILLUSTRATED MATERIAL HE/SHE CHOSES
PACKAGE DESIGN

GIVEN THE EXAMPLE OF AN EXISTING PACKAGE*:

SOAP  POWDER  TOOTH PASTE  SOUP  SHAMPOO

THE ART STUDENT WILL CREATE A NEW PACKAGE FOR AN EXISTING PRODUCT USING THE SAME ORIGINAL COLORS, LETTERING, AND TRADEMARK BY REARRANGING AND REEMPHASIZING THE COMPONENTS TO CREATE A BETTER PACKAGE THAT IS MORE EYE CATCHING AND CLEARER TO READ.

THE FINAL PROJECT WILL BE COMPLETED IN 3-D AND THE EXACT SIZE OF THE ORIGINAL PRODUCT.

*A POORLY DESIGNED PACKAGE SHOULD BE USED
THE FIGURE HUMAN I

AFTER STUDYING CHARTS AND DRAWINGS PRESENTED BY THE TEACHER, THE ART STUDENT WILL:
1. BE GIVEN A PIECE OF STANDARD TYPING PAPER (8 ½ x 11)
2. FOLD INTO 8 EQUAL STRIPS BY FOLDING IN HALF THREE TIMES
3. PLACE THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY INTO PROPER RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER WITH 100% ACCURACY
THE FIGURE HUMAN II

FOLLOWING THE HUMAN FIGURE I, THE ART STUDENT WILL ANALYSE THE BODY IN GEOMETRIC SHAPES WHILE KEEPING THE FULL FIGURE IN PROPER PROPORTION USING THE EIGHT FOLD METHOD

FOLLOW UP*

USING GEOMETRIC FIGURES, ADD ACTION BY DRAWING THREE OF THE FIGURE INVOLVED IN A SPORT ACTIVITY.
FUTURISTS STYLE

Given examples of the work of Ducamp, Bella, and Matta, discuss the futurists style of showing motion in a still picture.

*Use examples of Muybridge’s photos.

The art student will select a sport and draw, in pencil, a figure following through some action.

Example

![Image of a drawing of a figure in motion]
THE FIGURE HUMAN III

REDRAW THE HUMAN FIGURE USING THE 8-FOLD METHOD LEARNED IN FIGURE HUMAN I & II.

GIVEN AN UNSEEN LIGHT SOURCE ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE PAGE SHADE THE FIGURE SCIENTIFICALLY*.

*SHADING ALL SURFACES THAT FACE AWAY FROM THE LIGHT SOURCE.
VALUE OF THE STRIP

GIVEN A SELECTION OF MAGAZINES, ART STUDENT WILL:

1. SELECT ONE FULL PAGE PHOTOGRAPH (BLACK & WHITE IF POSSIBLE)

2. CUT PAGE INTO 20 STRIPS (LEAVE CONNECTED AT ONE SIDE)

3. PASTE DOWN EVERY OTHER STRIP IN EXACT POSITION

4. REMOVE UNATTACHED STRIPS AND ATTACH TO ANOTHER PAGE (TO BE USED AS A REFERENCE)

5. FILL IN THE REMOVED AREAS WITH PENCIL SO AS TO GIVE THE ILLUSION OF A COMPUTER PICTURE BY MEANS OF

a. CONNECTING THE OUTLINE

b. MATCHING THE VALUE (TONES OF GREY)

EXAMPLE
PERSONALIZE THE OBJECT

- CANS • CLOTHES • TVS • CARS • FOOD • APPLIANCES •
- HOUSES • SHOES • SPORTS EQUIPMENT • WATCHES •
- UTENSILS • MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS •
THE FAMILY

GIVEN A SELECTION OF MAGAZINES, SCISSORS, GLUE, WATER COLORS OR MAGIC MARKERS, & A 18 X 24 SHEET OF PAPER AND THE THEME "THE FAMILY", THE ART STUDENT WILL:

1. CUT OUT SEPARATE FEATURES OF THE HUMAN FORM INCLUDING EYES, NOSES, TORSOS, ETC.

2. LIGHTLY SKETCH A COMPOSITION OF STICK FIGURES OF FOUR MORE PEOPLE IN SOME EVERYDAY FAMILY ACTIVITIES

3. COMPLETE THE FIGURES ON THE PAGE WITH A COMBINATION OF MAGAZINE PHOTOGRAPHS AND ORIGINAL DRAWINGS/PAINTINGS TO TIE TOGETHER THE VARYING ASPECTS INTO A UNIFIED ILLUSTRATION

A DISCUSSION OF THE FINISHED WORKS COULD BE USEFUL IN ALLOWING STUDENT TO SHARE HIS/HER OWN VIEW OF THE FAMILY UNIT AS THEY SEE IT.
HUMAN COLLAGE

Given a glossy magazine (Ebony, Vogue, etc.), on a 12 x 18 piece of paper, the art student will:

1. Cut out the basic parts of the human body (eyes, nose, mouth, hands, feet, ears, etc.) each from different pictures.

2. Position the various human feature in a natural order (hair on top, feet on bottom) and glue them in place.

3. Using charcoal or drawing pencil, the student will complete the total figure.
CREATED ENVIRONMENT

GIVEN MAGAZINES SUCH AS HOME & GARDEN, INTERIORS, ETC., THE ART STUDENT WILL

1. CUT OUT A SELECTION OF FURNISHINGS SUCH AS CHAIRS, TABLES, TVS, ETC.

2. DRAW A ROOM WITH WALLS, FLOOR, AND CEILING ONLY ON 18 X 24 PAPER

3. CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT OF THEIR OWN BY COMPOSING THE PICTURES FROM THE MAGAZINE IN THE EMPTY ROOM SETTING

DISCUSSION OF COLOR, SCALE, AND STYLE WILL BE EXCHANGED WITH A VIEW TOWARD BUILDING AWARENESS OF INTERIOR DESIGN, CONSUMER VALUES, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE SPACE WE LIVE IN.

FINALLY, A PHOTOGRAPHIC FIGURE, REPRESENTING THE STUDENT, WILL BE ADDED TO THE PROJECT TO ADD HUMANISM TO THE WORK
IDENTIFYING ARTISTS & THEIR WORKS
PAINTINGS

GIVEN EXAMPLES OF 20 PRINTS OF FAMOUS PAINTINGS
AND THE NAMES OF 20 THEMES* USED IN ART, THE ART
STUDENT WILL MATCH A PAINTING AND THEME OF
PAINTING IN WRITING WITH 100% ACCURACY.

EXAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whistlers Mother</th>
<th>Portrait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constable</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner</td>
<td>Seascape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantin Latour</td>
<td>Still Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dali-Miro</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton-Cadmus</td>
<td>Genre (City Scape)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SUBJECT MATTER

SEASCAPE – INTERIOR – PSYCHOLOGICAL – WEST – SOCIAL PROT – MOTHER & CHILD

FOLLOW-UP

CREATE AN ORIGINAL 8 ½ X 11 WORK IN MAGIC MARKERS
IN 1 CLASS PERIOD USING EACH OF THE THEMES ABOVE.
IDENTIFYING ARTISTS & THEIR WORKS
SCULPTURES

GIVEN THE EXAMPLE OF 10 PIECES OF SCULPTURES (IN PHOTOGRAPHS), THE ART STUDENT WILL IDENTIFY IN WRITING THE NAME OF THE ARTIST AND STYLE OF SCULPTURES OPPOSITE ONE ANOTHER WITH 90% ACCURACY.

EXAMPLE

| MICHELANGELO   | REALISM       |
| VANEYCK       | SUPER REALISM |
| GIACOMETTI    | EXPRESSIONISM |
| RODIN         | ROMANTACISM   |
| PICASSO       | CUBISM        |
| MAGRITTE & MIRO | SURREALISM  |
| LASSAW        | ABSTRACT      |
| CALDER        | MOBILE        |
IDENTIFYING ARTISTS AND THEIR STYLE

GIVEN EXAMPLES OF THE WORKS OF 10 FAMOUS PAINTERS, THE ART STUDENT, IN WRITING, WILL IDENTIFY BOTH ARTIST AND STYLE OF PAINTING FROM A LIST ON THE BOARD WITH 100% ACCURACY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DALI</td>
<td>SURREALISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLLACK</td>
<td>NON-OBJECTIVE (ACTION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICASSO</td>
<td>CUBISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENOIR</td>
<td>IMPRESSIONISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENE DAVIS</td>
<td>HARD EDGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DURING THE NEXT 5 SESSIONS, THE STUDENTS WILL CREATE 5 ORIGINAL PIECES OF WORK USING THE ABOVE STYLES.
STILL LIFE

GIVEN EXAMPLES OF 3 FAMOUS PAINTINGS (IN PRINTS), THE ART STUDENT WILL:

1. IDENTIFY THE STYLE OF THE PAINTING ON THE TOP OF AN 8 1/2 X 11 PAGE IN WRITING
2. UNDER THE WRITTEN NAME OF EACH STYLE, DRAW A STILL LIFE FOR 3 PIECES OF FRUIT IN THAT STYLE WITH MAGIC MARKERS

EXAMPLE

POINTALISM

REALISM

CUBISM
CUBISM

GIVEN THE EXAMPLE OF PICASSO’S "THREE MUSICIANS" AND AN EXPLANATION OF THE CONCEPT OF CUBISM*, THE ART STUDENTS WILL CREATE A COMPOSITION USING THE CUBIST CONCEPT ON AN ORIGINAL THEME:

3 FOOTBALL PLAYERS
3 CHEERLEADERS
3 BASKETBALL PLAYERS

BLACK, WHITE, AND GREY TEMPRA COLORS (OR PENCIL) ON 18 X 24 PAPER WILL BE THE MEDIUM

*CUBISM - MULTIPLE VIEWS OF AN OBJECT SUCH AS A FACE, BODY, ETC., BEING SEEN AT THE SAME TIME

EXAMPLE
RANSOM QUOTE

GIVEN A SELECTION OF FAMOUS QUOTATIONS, THE ART STUDENT WILL SELECT ONE.

USING MAGAZINE, SCISSORS, AND GLUE, THE STUDENT WILL CUT OUT ALL OF THE LETTERS OF THE QUOTATION IN VARYING LETTER STYLES AND PASTE THEM IN A CREATIVE YET READABLE MANNER.

THE STUDENT WILL THEN COMPOSE A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION OF THEIR CHOSEN QUOTATION ON THE SAME PAGE USING PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE SAME MAGAZINE.

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND COLOR LETTERS WILL BE USED.
POEM AS A BOOK

GIVEN A SELECTION OF SHORT POEMS FROM AN ENGLISH OR AMERICAN LITERATURE BOOK, THE ART STUDENT WILL SELECT ONE. WITH THIS POEM, THE ART STUDENT WILL:

1. DIVIDE THE POEM INTO 8 SEGMENTS (1-3 LINES PER SEGMENT)
2. STAPLE TOGETHER AN 8 PAGE BOOK OF 8 ½ X 11 WHITE PAPER
3. PRESENTED WITH A SELECTION OF COLOR PAPER, GLUE, MAGAZINES, MAGIC MARKERS, AND SCISSORS, CREATE A FINISHED ILLUSTRATED WORK USING CUT OUT LETTERS FROM THE MAGAZINE AND ALL THE OTHER SUPPLIES CHOSEN
4. USING THE SAME MATERIALS, THE TITLE, AND THE AUTHOR, DESIGN A COVER
A. Fold paper across center.
B. Fold from bottom up to center fold.
C. Place the eyes on the center line.
D. Sketch the profile and full face in line with each other.
E. Practice